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Abstract—In Image Guided Surgery, an electromagnetic tracking system is used nowadays 1 

to locate surgical instruments in the patient's anatomical 3D model. In this work we illustrate 2 

the development and the evaluation of a new Electromagnetic Tracking system (EMTS) able 3 

to provide a large tracking volume. 4 

The innovation of this proposed EMTS consists in the development of the Field Generator 5 

(FG), which includes five properly designed coils. Attention has been paid to the magnetic 6 

field generated by each coil in order to comply with the safety limits imposed by IEEE Stds 7 

C95.1 and C95.6. The simultaneous transmission of the five coils is possible thanks to a 8 

suitable frequency division multiplexing. 9 

To validate the proposed design, a detailed noise analysis was performed with several 10 

experimental tests in different working conditions with the aim of evaluating measurement 11 

errors. 12 

Actual performance of the system in reconstructing sensor position has been quantified by 13 

using a suitable interpolation technique. In particular, mean position error and standard 14 

deviation were evaluated for different distances of magnetic sensor from field generator.  15 

 16 

Index Terms—Surgery navigation, electromagnetic tracking, field generator, tracking 17 

volume, sensor coil. 18 

 19 

I. INTRODUCTION 20 

Computer-assisted medical interventions are increasingly used in modern surgery because they 21 

offer many benefits compared to conventional approaches, including increased accuracy, reduction 22 
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of postoperative pain, reduction of complications and risks for the patient, and decreased hospitality 23 

time.  24 

This technique is based on the navigation of the surgery tool in a three-dimensional anatomical 25 

model [1]-[3] of the patient built with a data fusion of diagnostic images such as computerized 26 

tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), Positron Emission Tomography (PET) and 27 

Ultrasound (US) [4]-[9]. Then, the surgeon inserts the tools in human body of patient and observes 28 

its movement in anatomical model on display. 29 

In order to capture the movements of the tools, a tracking system that measures their position 30 

and orientation in a known reference system is used. Tracking systems are classified taking into 31 

account the physical principle on which they are based [10]. In surgery navigation, most used 32 

tracking systems are optical and electromagnetic. 33 

Optical tracking systems (OTS) include one or more cameras and a set of dedicated markers 34 

applied to the object. These systems offer high accuracy, a very important feature in surgical 35 

procedures. However, since cameras and markers should be in line-of-sight, any obstacle between 36 

them makes tracking difficult or impossible, hence these systems can’t be used for intra-corporal 37 

interventions. 38 

Electromagnetic tracking systems (EMTS) determine the position and the orientation of the 39 

target object by means of measurement of magnetic field with known geometry. For this purpose, 40 

a small sensor coil, measuring the amplitude of magnetic fields generated by a field generator (FG), 41 

is inserted into a surgery tool. The very small dimensions of the magnetic sensor (MS) and the 42 

independence from line-of-sight, overcome the limitations of OTS, so allowing the use of EMTS 43 

in many intervention areas such as neurosurgery [11],[12] oncology [13], laparoscopy [14] and 44 

maxillofacial surgery [15]. The accuracy and resolution of these tracking devices are slightly lower 45 

than OTS but quite acceptable for surgery navigation applications. However, the presence of 46 

ferromagnetic materials and electronic devices near the field generator causes a distortion of the 47 

reference magnetic field and it provides dynamic and static errors in both position and orientation 48 

measurement [16], [17]. Therefore, different methods have been developed [18]-[20] to make 49 

EMTS less affected by EM interferences. 50 

The aim of this work is the realization of a suitable EMTS device with high resolution with 51 

operating distance of 1 m, high reliability and high measurement sensitivity. To obtain these 52 

characteristics a new field generator including an increased number of transmitting coils that are 53 

suitable arranged was developed. 54 



 55 

This paper is structured as follows: Section II explains working principle and the architecture of 56 

the developed system. Section III is centered on noise characterization of tracking system including 57 

the evaluation of noise level and of statistical distribution of measurement errors. In Section IV the 58 

interpolation method used to evaluate sensor position was explained and the experimental results 59 

obtained in different working conditions were reported. Finally, Section V summarizes the 60 

performance of the developed tracking system and indicates future actions to improve system 61 

accuracy 62 

II. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP OF EMTS 63 

Italian company MASMEC Biomed, in collaboration with Polytechnic University of Bari, has 64 

developed a new electromagnetic tracking system to be integrated in IGS systems. Its peculiarity is 65 

a tracking volume larger than actual EMTSs in commerce such as Aurora® system by NDI [21] 66 

which is the most used system in surgical navigation and allows a maximum distance of surgical 67 

tools from FG of 500 mm. For this aim, experimental tests for system validation were performed at 68 

distances 0.6 m and 1 m from FG.   69 

The architecture, shown in Fig.1, was described in [22],[23]. It includes three essential 70 

components: 71 

• Field Generator (FG): it includes five coils that generate AC magnetic fields; 72 

• Magnetic Sensor (MS): Aurora 6DOF Probe [24], a coil of small size, similar to a needle 73 

(shown in Fig. 2); 74 

• Control Unit: it is dedicated to the generation of power signals for the FG and to the 75 

acquisition and processing of measurement data from the sensor coil. 76 



 

Fig. 1 Architecture of the EMTS. 

 77 

 78 

 

 

Fig. 2 Scheme and picture of used magnetic sensor 

 

The proposed system is based on Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM) [13]. Five used coils 79 

are powered by sinusoidal signals with five different frequencies of approximately 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 80 

kHz, respectively.  81 

Each magnetic field induces on the MS a sinusoidal voltage with different frequencies and an 82 

amplitude depending on both the position and the orientation of the MS. To obtain each signal 83 

component, the MS output is filtered by means of a suitable pass-band filter, as shown in Fig. 1.  84 



For this aim a new field generator was designated to provide appreciable magnetic fields at a 85 

suitable distance from it. The five FG coils are fixed on a dedicated non-metal platform to avoid 86 

the generation of secondary magnetic fields that may produce EM interferences. 87 

The coils have been arranged so that the first three are along the Cartesian axes and the others 88 

two are inclined by 45° with respect to the support plane, as shown in Fig.3. In this way, it is possible 89 

to enlarge the tracking volume, ensuring at same time that the contribution of mutual inductances 90 

is negligible. 91 

 

Fig. 3 Arrangement of  the five coils. 

The design of each single coil takes into account the IEEE Std. C95.6 [25] and Std. C95.1 [26] 92 

that define the security limits for the exposure to magnetic fields, in controlled environments, of 93 

limbs, torso and head. The legislation imposes the maximum amplitude of a sinusoidal magnetic 94 

field the human body can be subjected to. These limits change according to the frequency range of 95 

the magnetic fields, as shown in TABLE 1. 96 

TABLE I.  IEEE STANDARDS FOR EM FIELD EMISSION IN THE RANGE 0 - 300 GHZ. 97 

Std. C95.6-2002: 0 -3 kHz Hrms (A/m) Brms (mT) 

Threshold for limbs 4000 5.03 

Threshold for torso and head 2000 2.51 

   

Std. C95.1-2005: 3 kHz – 5 MHz Hrms (A/m) Brms (mT) 

Threshold for limbs 900 1.13 

Threshold for torso and head 163 0.205 

 98 



 99 

In this proposed system, the threshold value of 0.2 mT is considered because it refers to the more 100 

restrictive case. To respect this condition different simulation tests, detailed in a previous study 101 

[27], have been performed to evaluate the best physical parameters of transmitting coils and the 102 

best current value. In particular, the following parameters were selected as shown in Fig. 4: length 103 

coil l=45 mm, internal radius r1= 12 mm. external radius r2= 19 mm, number of turns Nt=315, 104 

current value I=1.5 A. With these parameters the security limits are respected just outside the FG, 105 

at a distance of 150 mm from its center. 106 

 107 

 

 

Fig. 4 Scheme and picture of used magnetic sensor 

 108 

 The AC power signals for the coils of the FG are generated by a DAQ module, model NI 9263 109 

by National Instruments. Since the supplied power is limited, it is necessary to use a power amplifier 110 

stage for each coil, obtained with a Texas Instrument OPA 544 operational amplifier in non-111 

inverting configuration with a gain equal to 51. Sensor signal was amplified by means of 112 

instrumentation amplifier INA 114 by Texas Instruments 113 

Preliminary experimental results have shown that the overheating of coil resistances provides 114 

magnetic field variations that significantly affect the measurement data. Therefore, a suitable 115 

control loop on coil currents was implemented to maintain the magnetic field constant [22]. Current 116 

measurements were performed by means of magnetic sensors. Experimental tests have proved a 117 

good stability of current signal, showing a standard deviation of about 0.01% (for almost all FG 118 

coils). Moreover, it should be considered that there is an FG transient, after power- on, which lasts 119 

about twenty seconds. 120 



To manage and control the proposed system, it is necessary a control unit that generates the five 121 

sinusoidal signals for the field generator and acquires the voltage outputs from the current sensors 122 

and from the MS. An experimental set-up based on a DAQ (Data Acquisition) module and software 123 

interface was developed. 124 

The management software was developed in LabVIEW® (by National Instruments Corp.) which 125 

permits to easily integrate different acquisition devices. 126 

The developed software includes two fundamental tasks: 127 

i. Generation of the power signals for the FG with feedback in order to keep constant the 128 

reference magnetic field. 129 

ii. Acquisition and elaboration of voltages induced on MS and current sensors.  130 

Five digital IIR (Infinite Impulse Response) filters were used for noise reduction and separation 131 

of components in MS signals. In particular, Butterworth passband filters with order 30, bandwidth 132 

50 Hz, pass band ripple 1 dB and attenuation 60 dB were applied. Each filter was centered on a 133 

different excitation frequency of the FG, from about 1 kHz to 5 kHz.  134 

III. NOISE ANALYSIS 135 

After prototyping, a noise characterization of the tracking system was performed. The 136 

electromagnetic tracking system, within the IGS system, acts as a measuring device to provide the 137 

position and orientation of the surgical tool. 138 

The context where the IGS works is very delicate because there are many critical anatomical 139 

entities, such as arteries or nervous fibers, and any error in surgical tool position can lead to serious 140 

and sometimes irremediable damages. Hence, for IGS systems, it becomes very important to 141 

provide accurate measurement data. 142 

The voltage signal at the output of the MS is decomposed into its components, according to the 143 

scheme of Fig. 1, so obtaining the five rms values, 𝑣1(𝑡) ,…,𝑣5(𝑡) , that are analyzed as follows. 144 

A detailed study of statistical proprieties of induced voltage signals was carried out to 145 

characterize the accuracy and repeatability of the tracking system in different working conditions. 146 

Three distances of the MS from the FG were considered: 0.2, 0.6 and 1 m. For the experimental 147 

tests, an anthropomorphic robot manufactured by KUKA assuring a positioning repeatability of 148 

0.03 mm, shown in Fig. 6, was used to provide a specific trajectory for system testing. 149 

The EMTS sensor is placed at the end of a carbon pole mounted on Kuka’s arm in order to 150 

minimize the EM interferences. In the assignment of the Cartesian coordinates of trajectories 151 



performed by the Kuka robot, an offset value which takes into account of the carbon pole length (1 152 

m) was considered.  153 

 154 

 155 

 156 

Fig. 5 Experimentation with the KUKA robot. 157 

 158 

The trajectory performed by the Kuka robot consisting of 27 points within cubic volumes whose 159 

centers were at the three distances given above. For each point of the analyzed trajectory, two 160 

hundred repeated measures of each signal 𝑣𝑖, 𝑖=1,…,5, were acquired with a sampling period equal 161 

to 50 ms. 162 

A statistical study was performed on this set of measurements and the dispersion was evaluated 163 

by calculating the standard deviation. 164 

In particular, by analyzing the acquisition data when FG is turned off, it is possible to evaluate 165 

noise contribution by analyzing standard deviations (std) of sampled 𝑣𝑖(𝑡).  166 

TABLE II.  lists the standard deviations averaged for the points relevant to the same cube. In 167 

this case the std relevant to each signal is about 5 μV and is not dependent upon distance. 168 

TABLE II.  STD WITH FG OFF, AS A FUNCTION OF CUBE DISTANCE AND FREQUENCY 169 

std (mV rms) 1 kHz 2 kHz 3 kHz 4 kHz 5 kHz 

0.2 m 0.0048 0.0052 0.0051 0.0048 0.0047 

0.6 m 0.0048 0.0050 0.0050 0.0049 0.0047 

1 m 0.0054 0.0056 0.0055 0.0049 0.0047 

 170 

Moreover, by observing error distributions, it is possible to note that, to the first approximation, 171 

the measurement process is Gaussian, as shown in Fig. 8. 172 



 173 

Fig. 6 Error distribution at 0.6 m from FG, with FG turned off. Data relevant to 174 
different frequencies are indicated with different colors. 175 

Successively, experimental tests with the FG turned on were performed to evaluate the noise 176 

influence on measurement signal. 177 

TABLE III.  SENSOR SIGNAL COMPONENTS AND RELATIVE ERROR AT 0.6 M 178 

Frequency (kHz) 1 2 3 4 5 

Sensor signal (mV rms) 0.32 13 4.8 6.9 12 

Relative error % 1.50% 0.04% 0.10% 0.07% 0.04% 

 179 

The root mean square values of MS components, 𝑣𝑖(𝑡), were measured for different distances 180 

and compared with std values listed in TABLE II. Experimental results highlight that noise effect 181 

due to devices used for acquisition signal is always negligible. As an example, TABLE III. shows 182 

the results obtained for the 0.6 m distance where the relative errors were evaluated by means of the 183 

ratio between the sensor signal components when the FG is on and standard deviation values 184 

obtained with FG turned off. 185 

IV. POSITION ESTIMATION 186 

As already described, the developed system measures the magnetic field generated by the FG, 187 

which is the superposition of different components at frequencies 𝑓1, … , 𝑓5, by using a MS. Voltage 188 

output from MS is filtered numerically in order to give rms values at that frequencies, denoted as 189 

𝒗 = [𝑣1, … , 𝑣5]. In this section, the problem is faced of finding the position of the MS, 𝒓 = [𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧], 190 

as a function of sensor data 𝒗. x-, y- and z-axis are oriented in the same directions of the three 191 

orthogonal coils of the FG (see Fig. 3), with the z-axis aligned vertically. The function relating 𝒗 to 192 



𝒓 will not be given in a simple closed form, it will represent abstractly, instead, the application of a 193 

numeric algorithm. We will use arrays 𝑹 and 𝑽 to denote, respectively, sets of positions and sensor 194 

readings, concatenated vertically.  195 

A. Interpolation method 196 

Position estimation is based on interpolation between calibration points. During calibration, the 197 

MS is placed in 𝑀𝑐 different known positions 𝒓𝒊
𝒄 = [𝑥𝑖

𝑐 , 𝑦𝑖
𝑐 , 𝑧𝑖

𝑐], 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑀𝑐 which can be 198 

collected into an 𝑀𝑐 × 3 array  199 

𝑹𝑐 = [
𝑥1

𝑐 𝑦1
𝑐 𝑧1

𝑐

… … …
𝑥𝑀𝑐

𝑐 𝑦𝑀𝑐
𝑐 𝑧𝑀𝑐

𝑐
] (1)  

For each position, corresponding sensor readings are obtained 𝒗𝒊
𝒄 = [𝑣𝑖1

𝑐 , … , 𝑣𝑖5
𝑐 ], 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑀𝑐, 200 

which are quintuples of rms voltage. They can be referred as 𝑀𝑐 × 5 array 201 

𝑽𝑐 = [
𝑣11

𝑐 … 𝑣15
𝑐

… … …
𝑣𝑀𝑐1

𝑐 … 𝑣𝑀𝑐5
𝑐

] (2)  

Afterward, for any new measured sensor reading 𝒗′, the interpolated position 𝒓′ = [𝑥′, 𝑦′, 𝑧′] is 202 

found by processing (𝑽𝒄, 𝑹𝒄, 𝒗′) data: 203 

𝒓′ = 𝒈(𝑽𝒄, 𝑹𝒄, 𝒗′) (3)  

In particular, calibration points shown in Fig. 7 are interpolated by using triangulation and 204 

piecewise linear interpolation. In a first step, Delaunay triangulation is applied to 𝑽𝒄, so obtaining 205 

a set of simplices. Successively, the simplex that contains 𝒗′ is selected, let (𝑠1, … , 𝑠6) be the indices 206 

of its vertices (𝒗𝑠1
, … , 𝒗𝑠6

). Finally, linear interpolation is calculated by weighting values 207 

(𝒓𝑠1
, … , 𝒓𝑠6

) according to the barycentric coordinates of 𝒗′ inside the simplex (𝒗𝑠1
, … , 𝒗𝑠6

)  208 

[28],[29]. 209 

Clearly, position estimation can be performed only for sensor readings that are inside the 210 

triangulation of 𝑽𝑐. 211 



 212 

Fig. 7 - Projection on the XY plane of MS points at 0.6 m from the FG: (blue dots) 213 
calibration points; (red circles) points for test a; (green stars) points for  test b. 214 

 215 

B. Experimental results 216 

The proposed tracking system was calibrated and its performance was evaluated at several 217 

distances from the FG, up to about 1 meter. 218 

In a first series of experiments, calibration was performed on a regular grid inside a cubic volume 219 

at a mean distance of 0.6 m from the FG, with a grid step of 5 mm along each direction and an edge 220 

length of 50 mm, for a total of 𝑀𝑐 =1331 points. Spatial coordinates of calibration points are 221 

illustrated in Fig. 7 with red circles. The MS was moved by means of the already mentioned KUKA 222 

robot. For each calibration point, MS positions where recorded into 𝑹𝑐, and 𝑁 = 200 sensor 223 

readings where averaged, so obtaining 𝑽𝑐.  224 

After calibration, two tests, indicated as test a and test b, were performed to determine position 225 

estimation error.  226 

In test a, the MS was placed in test points which were a subset of size 𝑀𝑎 of the previously used 227 

calibration positions.  In particular, a subcube with 7 points along each edge, spaced by 5 mm, was 228 

selected, leaving a margin of two points (10 mm) with respect to each face of the calibration cube, 229 

as shown in Fig. 7. Let 𝒓𝑖
𝑎 = [𝑥𝑖

𝑎, 𝑦𝑖
𝑎, 𝑧𝑖

𝑎] and 𝒗𝑖
𝑎 = [𝑣1

𝑎, … , 𝑣5
𝑎], 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑀𝑎 be the MS sensor 230 

positions and readings, respectively. By using the previously defined interpolation method, 231 

positions 𝒓𝒊
′ = [𝑥𝑖

′, 𝑦𝑖
′, 𝑧𝑖

′] were also estimated by means of  232 

 233 



𝒓𝒊
′ = 𝒈(𝑽𝑐 , 𝑹𝑐 , 𝒗𝑖

𝑎) (4)  

Positions were estimated correctly, as shown in Fig. 8. 234 

 235 

Fig. 8 Estimated positions at about 0.6 m from FG, as a function of index i. 236 

 237 

Fig. 9 Position estimation errors for each axis, as functions of point index i. 238 

 239 

Estimation errors were calculated as 𝒆𝒊 = [𝑒𝑥𝑖 , 𝑒𝑦𝑖 , 𝑒𝑧𝑖] = [𝑥𝑖
′ − 𝑥𝑖

𝑎, 𝑦𝑖
′ − 𝑦𝑖

𝑎, 𝑧𝑖
′ − 𝑧𝑖

𝑎]. They are 240 

shown in Fig. 11. The Euclidean distance between 𝒓𝑖
′ and 𝒓𝑖,  241 

‖𝒆𝑖‖ = √𝑒𝑥𝑖
2 + 𝑒𝑦𝑖

2 + 𝑒𝑧𝑖
2 (5)  

was also used to evaluate system performance. Data shown in that figures are summarized by 242 

calculating the statistics of 𝑒𝑥𝑖 , 𝑒𝑦𝑖 , 𝑒𝑧𝑖 and ‖𝒆𝑖‖, which are reported in the left side of TABLE IV. 243 



It was assumed that error distributions did not change significantly among test points due to the 244 

small considered volume, hence statistics were calculated by varying the test point in that volume. 245 

TABLE IV.  POSITION ESTIMATION ERROR AT 0.6 M FROM FG 246 

 Test a Test b 

 𝑒𝑥 𝑒𝑦 𝑒𝑧 ‖𝑒‖ 𝑒𝑥 𝑒𝑦 𝑒𝑧 ‖𝑒‖ 

mean (mm) -0.17 -0.10 0.10 0.29 -0.42 -0.24 0.44 0.67 

std (mm) 0.13 0.09 0.18 0.16 0.14 0.09 0.16 0.18 

max (mm) 0.84 0.65 0.82 1.20 1.14 0.54 0.95 1.47 

90th percentile --- --- --- 0.50 --- --- --- 0.92 

TABLE V.  POSITION ESTIMATION ERROR AT 1 M FROM FG 247 

 Test a Test b 

 𝑒𝑥 𝑒𝑦 𝑒𝑧 ‖𝑒‖ 𝑒𝑥 𝑒𝑦 𝑒𝑧 ‖𝑒‖ 

mean (mm) 

-0.16 0.28 

-

2.52 2.73 -0.20 0.32 -3.55 3.67 

std (mm) 0.26 0.54 1.82 1.64 0.28 0.53 1.72 1.63 

max (mm) 1.07 2.02 9.17 9.39 1.01 1.89 8.72 8.76 

90th percentile --- --- --- 5.05 --- --- --- 5.81 

 248 

The mean and the std of the Euclidean distance were 0.29 mm and 0.16 mm, respectively. Error 249 

along the different axis where of the same magnitude. These results are encouraging by taking into 250 

account that Aurora accuracy performance relevant to error position are 0.48 mm and 0.88 mm for 251 

standard uncertainty and uncertainty with 95% confidence interval, respectively [21]. 252 

It is noteworthy that position estimation by means of interpolation was not possible for 0.6 % of 253 

tested positions. In that cases, no containing simplices were found, i.e. relevant sensor readings 𝒗𝑖
𝑎 254 

were outside the triangulation of  𝑽𝑐. The probability of incurring in such circumstances is lowered 255 

if test points are well inside the calibration cube 𝑹𝑐. Indeed, a distance of 1 cm from calibration 256 

boundaries was maintained, as already mentioned. During real magnetic tracking system usage, the 257 

proximity to calibration boundaries may be signaled and, when interpolation is not possible because  258 

𝒗𝑖
𝑎 lies outside 𝑽𝑐, the nearest calibration sensor readings among 𝑽𝑐 may be found and its 259 

corresponding calibration position returned. 260 

In the second test, referenced as b, the MS was placed in positions 𝒓𝑖
𝑏 different from the 261 

calibration ones, obtaining sensor readings 𝒗𝑖
𝑏 , 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑀𝑏. Positions were chosen on a regular 262 



grid displaced by half-step with respect to the calibration grid, obtaining a cube which is at the 263 

center of the calibration volume, see green stars in in Fig. 7. Such positions were chosen in order to 264 

maximize distance from calibration points, with the aim of evaluating errors in nearly worst-case 265 

conditions. Error statistics are reported in the right side of TABLE IV. By comparison to the results 266 

obtained in test a, Euclidean error increased, reaching a mean of 0.67 mm and a std of 0.18 mm. It 267 

should be noted that, while test a puts in evidence repeatability errors due to noise and drift, test b 268 

includes also error contributions due to the performance of piecewise linear interpolation.  269 

In a second series of experiments, calibration was performed at a mean distance of 1 m from the 270 

FG, inside a cube having the same size and number of points of the experiment at 0.6 m. Estimation 271 

error was calculated, as before, for two sets of test points. The first one (test a) was a subset of the 272 

calibration points, while the second one (test b) contains only points that are half-step between 273 

calibration ones. Results are reported in TABLE IV. Mean and std of Euclidean errors increased by 274 

comparison to errors at 0.6 m, reaching a mean of 2.7 mm and 3.7 mm for test a and test b, 275 

respectively. This is a consequence of decaying magnetic fields at increased distance. Moreover, it 276 

should be noted that the error is greater along z-axis than along x- and y-axes. 277 

I. CONCLUSION 278 

In this work, an innovative EMTS has been developed with the aim to provide a tracking volume 279 

greater than existing EM tracking devices integrated in IGS systems. A new field generator has 280 

been developed with an innovative architecture in order to produce appreciable reference magnetic 281 

fields beyond a distance of 0.6 m from it. Each FG coil has been designed in full compliance with 282 

IEEE safety standards for human body exposure to magnetic fields. 283 

Coil excitation current was kept constant by means of a control loop[22]. A suitable software 284 

interface, developed in LabVIEW ambient, provides controlled generation of the power signals of 285 

the FG, and digital parallel pass-band filtering (IIR) of the MS signal. 286 

A position estimation technique was experimented, based on triangulation and piecewise 287 

interpolation of MS rms voltage readings. Despite its simplicity, it was able to provide accurate 288 

position measurements at 0.6 m from the FG, with a mean error of 0.29 mm and a std of 0.16 mm. 289 

However, performance decreased at 1 m from the FG, giving errors of a few millimeters; this was 290 

due mainly to increased errors along z-axis, which will be the subject of a further study. 291 

 292 
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